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Abstract. We show a class of perturbations which affect the boundary conditions of a dis- 
tributed system, and which can be represented by bounded perturbations of the operators 
which specify the nominal system. This is of interest in the analysis of feedback loops closed 
through the boundary. 
1. From Boundary Perturbations to Bounded Operators 
The effect of the perturbations on a linear system has been studied by many authors; in 
particular, preservation of controllability and stability properties was widely investigated 
(see [l] and references therin), and preservation of the stability property was studied also 
for distributed parameter systems, for example in [2]. The results in this paper can be 
applied also to a class of systems described by partial differential equations, even when the 
perturbations affect the boundary conditions. However, the approach in [2] makes use of 
unbounded operator in order to represent boundary perturbations. We show in this letter 
that a special class of boundary perturbations which are of interest for applications to 
feedback systems, can be represented by bounded operators. In this section we describe this 
class of perturbations thogheter with an artificial example. A more natural example is in 
sect. 2. 
The linear system that we consider is described as follows: X is a Hilbert space and W is 
a dense subspace of X. Two linear operators A, r are given, A : I4’ -+ X, r : W -+ Y, where 
Y is a second Hilbert space (often a finite dimensional one). We define a third operator A, 
DomA = {z E W, TI = 0}, A+ = Ax and we consider the equation: 
(’ 
I x =Ax (1) 
denotes derivation with respect to the time variable). We assume: 
M. The operator A generates a Co-semigroup on X. 
Remark. In concrete cases, CV specifies the regularity of the elements of DomA; the 
operator r specifies the boundary conditions. For example, in the case of the heat equation 
for a bar with homogeneous Diriclet conditions, we may choose: X = L*(O, l), W = H*(O, 1). 
The operator A is the second derivative. The operator r is defined as: rz = (z(O), z(1)) : 7 : 
W + R*, so that any z E DomA must satisfy the boundary conditions: z(O) = 0, z(l) = 0. 
0 
System (1) is our nominal system which is, of course, subject to perturbations. VVe con- 
sider the following case, that the perturbation acts on the operator r, so that the perturbed 
system is described by: 
x’ = Ax, (r - p).c = 0 (2) 
where p E L(X, Y). We introduce now the assumptions which identify the class of pertur- 
bations that we consider. We already assumed: 
a: The perturbation p is a linear bounded operator from X to Y. 
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Example. Let us consider the wave equation with the boundary conditions: 
ztl = zs5, z,(t,O) = z(t, 1) = 0. This equation can be written as: zt = u, ct = z,,, and 
assumption m is satisfied on the space (4 E H’(0, l), d(O) = 0) x L’(O, 1) (see [3]). 
A bounded perturbation of T is, for example, p(.r, V) = (oz(O),O), so that the boundary 
conditions for the perturbed system are: z,(t, 0) + crz(t, 0) = 0, z(t, 1) = 0. o 
An approach introduced by Fattorini and Balakrishnan ([4]) proved to be useful in the 
theory of boundary control systems, and it can be applied to the present case too: we 
consider the boundary value problem 
and we assume: 
2’ = AZ, TX = u (3) 
A2. The formal “Diriclet problem”: Ax = 0, TX = u is well posed; i.e. there exists - 
D E L(Y, X) such that x = Du is the unique solution. 
Now we consider the function r(t) = x(t) - Du(t). This function is a solution to: <’ = 
Ax - Du’ = A(x - Du) - Du’ if u(e) is sufficiently smoot. Moreover, T< = rz - rDu = 0. 
Hence, 
<’ = A< - Du’ (4). 
Now, u = px = p(t + Du) and p represents the perturbation, which is assumed to be 
“small”. Hence: 
&. Assume that IlpDIl < 1. 
Under this assumption, u = (I - pD)-‘p< = LpJ. Substitution of this equality in (4) 
gives: (I - DLp)<’ = A[. 
Again we assume that p is small, namely: 
&. We assume that l]Lpll < 1. 
In this case, (I - DLp)-’ = I + CF’_,(Lp)” = I + Mp, and the operator IV is linear and 
bounded. Hence, the function t - <(t) satisfies the equation: 
<’ = .4< + MpA<. (5) 
Example. In the previous example, the operator pA associates to the vector (u,v) the 
value an(O). Hence, it is an unbounded operator. o 
It may well be that p acts as a filter, and that only a finite number of harmonics is filtered 
by p : px = s,’ 4(s)v(s)ds. In this case, not only p is a bounded operator, but also pA may 
have a bounded extension. Motivated by this observation we introduce the last assumption: 
fi. The operator pA may have a bounded extension to X. 
\Vhen a boundary perturbation satisfies Al-5 then the perturbed system can be repre- 
sented as: 
I’ = (A+ K)x, K E L(X) (6) 
The perturbed system and system (6) are equivalent in the following sense: that every 
classical solution of the first is solution of the second problem too, sence classical solutions 
are continuously differentiable by definitions, so that the previous calculations are justified. 
2. A Natural Example 
A natural class to which the previous approach can be applied is represented by the 
class of feedback control systems, when the feedback loop is closed through the boundary. 
An example is the following one: xt = x,>, 0 < s < 1, t > 0 x(t,O) = u, x(t, 1) = 
0, which represents a bar which is heated at s=O (while the second extremum is at zero 
temperature). Let us assume that a feedback control is applied, which depends upon the 
average temperature of a segment of the bar, around its midpoint: u(t) = J/ &(s)x(t, s) ds 
(see [5] for an analogous example). The function go(.) is a C” function with compact 
support in (3, $). It is easy to represent this system as in sect. 1: 
X = L?(O, l), W = H*(O, l), D = a*/&*, TX = (x(0) - J ’ $o(s)x(s)ds, r l)). 3 
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In fact, the corresponding “Diriclet” problem: z,, = 0, z(O)-Jj &(s)z(s) ds = u, r(1) = v 
has the unique solution t(s) = QS + ,f3, p = ${u + [r,” sr+!~e(:, ds]u},a = v - 0, v = 1 - 
r,j 4o(s)(l -s) d 
2 
s, and it is well posed if v # 0. So, we consider the generic case that v f 0. 
Let us assume that the function tie(.) is perturbed, so that the “real” feedback control is 
described by: 
u = J +0(s) + r+Wlr(s) ds. 
It is easily seen that, in this case, the operator p is represented by: 
PX = (AX, PC) = (/,; +lr(s)x(s) ds, 0) 
and Icll.1, = +o(.>, is a C’ function with compact support. Integration by parts shows that: 
p1Ax = J d2 3 ’ W-p(s)d” = J 
+ d2 
4 
gm(4 ds 
since $J(.) has compact support. This shows that the operator pA is a bounded operator. 
Remark. The assumption that the perturbation $J(.) is regular and has compact support, 
which is crucial in the previous calculation, is very natural in this setting, since a sensor is 
located at some position, but it is influenced by the points which are not so far from it. o 
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